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(Image credit: Microsoft) We didn't expect the Windows 10 May 2020 update to be bug-free at launch, but the list of issues known to play the new release is troubled. The update has been to test with Windows Insiders for around 15 months, and yet, there are at least 10 known issues in Windows 10 version 2004, many of which were able to prevent your
laptop from functioning properly. Microsoft description of the smallest issues in its support page for the May 2020 update, noting that each of these issues is currently under investigation. When the company finds a solution, it will presumally release a patch to another update. Until then, the newest version of Windows 10 puts you at risk for the issues listed
below. Bluetooth Connectivity Issues Bluetooth tells the Bluetooth Realtek radios there is a compatibility issue with the latest version of Windows 10. As a result, some Windows 10 laptops will have trouble paired with more than one Bluetooth device at a time. This means you will not be able to connect to a pair of headphones if your laptop is already
connected to a mouse or keyboard. Microsoft says it will place a retention compatibility on devices affected by Bluetooth Realtek report drivers until the driver has been updated. The question is so serious that Microsoft specifically warns not to manually update using the Update Now button. Seamless Audio Drivers seem to issue the Bluetooth, Microsoft and
Synaptic Access compatibility issues with certain versions of Conexant ISST Audio DTS drivers and the new version of Windows 10.Laptops that rely on this Conexant ISST audio driver getting an error or having issues installing the new Windows 10 update. Again, Microsoft is putting a hold on devices that might be affected. Another compatibility question
with Conexant drivers could cause a blue screen to lapse deaths. Intel Integrated Graphics Refresh RefreshAnother serious problems cause compatibility issues when a controller and refresh rate variable plug into an integrated process integrated process unit adapter. Microsoft will bypass the issue, but disabling variable refresh rates for most games,
especially those that are using DirectX 9. Thunderbolt dock erePluging through a Thunderbolt wharf in the USB-C port of your Windows 10 laptop could result in a blue screen of death errors. Microsoft and Intel are working on a solution. Until then, Microsoft will place a retention compatibility on devices and the affected drivers. Here are some more specific
from Microsoft: Affect Windows 10 devices will have at least one Thunderbolt port, there is Kernel DMA Protection enabled with Windows Hypervisor Platform disabled. To verify your DMA Kernel Protection settings, please see How to check if Kernel DMA Protection is enabled. Still on, Always connect restart unexpected restartsLaptops updated with the
update May 2020 can experience unexpected shutdowns or restart if they have always been on, Always Connect feature enabled. Microsoft's Surface Pro 7 and Surface Laptop 3 are not this bug similar to having to adapt multiple networks for Always On, Always Connect. Old Nvidia GPU problemCertain Nvidia GPUs are incompatible with the new update,
and therefore, could cause a blue screen error or stop error. This issue applies to older Nvidia GPU drivers, especially any version lower than 358.00. A retention compatibility will prevent laptops with this driver from upgrade to the latest Windows 10 version. What to do with Windows 10 May 2020See listed some of the most concerning issues above. If you
want to see the full list, you can do so on Microsoft's windows version page. If any of the above issues could impact your laptop, then consider waiting for Microsoft to release patches before installing the May 2020 update. It sounds like Microsoft won't push the update of your system unless it's safe in these potential issues, so resist the urge to manually
download it. Microsoft is actively working on fixing each of these issues, so it shouldn't be too long before they happen. We can only hope that the fixed by bringing another handful of issues along with them. The best Windows 10 deal Andreas Rentz/Getty Images News/Getty Images w Volkswagen Beet is unmistakable on the way. No other car has its style
and design, and it is recognised everywhere. Although an automotive manufacturer respects your Beet products, your different ride is not immune to the occasional mechanical issue. If you get into your VW and find that it won't start, there are a number of things to check to determine the cause. When you hurry, you can sometimes overload the obvious. Start
checking for reasons why your Beetle won't start by going to the obvious fixed easy fixes first. Check your fuel measurements and see if there is fuel in the tank. If it's empty, your car will obviously not start. Put more fuel in the car and be on your way. If your key is turning free of the ignition or it won't turn at all, then check to make sure you have the correct
key for your machine, according to FamilyCar.com. You could have accidentally picked up the wrong keys on the way out of the house. If you have an Automatic Transmission Beetle, check Sealed Gear and make sure you are in Park. If the car is burned into a driving gear, the engine won't start. If you have a manual transmission model, make sure that the
clutch is pushed all the way through. When you turn the key and hear a quick click noise or nothing at all, it's likely that you have a problem with the electrical system. The most common problem is a weak or dead battery. Recharge the battery on a trickle loaded or jump start it by hooked cbles to another started car. If the battery wasn't the problem, you may
have to repair the starter or solenoid engine or perhaps the illusion switch, according to FamilyCar.com. If you have ruled out electrical problems with your Beetle, you'll have to consider a cause of fuel systems. A blocked gas filter or a bad fuel pump will keep your VW from starting Turn your key into the Props setting to a quiet location with the radio turned
off. You should be able to hear your fuel pump come over and build pressure off the line with a click of dull and outraged sounds. If you hear nothing when you turn on the key, it is possible you have a default fuel pump, according to FamilyCar.com. If your fuel pump appears to be working normally, the problem can be with a gas filter. This is preferable to the
fuel pump problem and it is a simple fix. Troubleshooting the year and model of your Beetle, you'll find the fuel filter either in the engine compartments area or on the frame under the vehicle. Remove the filter and check it for crud to see if it will keep a flow of gas from going to the line. Beetle's Volkswagen can be equipped with a number of different gas filters,
including stainless steel filters for some models that can be washed and reused, according to TheClassicBeetle.com. 1Password recently raised Live Rewards itself from $25,000 to $100,000. They raised the amount of researcher more concerning, according to its blog. Separately Google paid out $3 million last year for its vulnerabilities reward program. But
how are these figures determined? David Baker, vice president of operations at Bugcrowd, believes that these broad bountis demonstrate that organizations are really starting to think about the market and where the market is pricing vulnerabilities. What's a bug worth? it's a common question among organizations looking at security tests that are
crowdsourced, he said. The answer will continue to evolve as the market for insect boutiques are mature, but the key to success remains the same -- attracting the right and appropriate insane researchers. However, what most companies don't realize is the various complexity that goes into determining the bounty beer chain, Baker said. From defining
dimensions to established payout chains to attracting and attracting a strong crowd of researchers to participating actively, starting a program can be complicated and becoming more complicated as attractive to programs. Here are some of baker's best practice shares for scoping bug bounty programs, including how and when to leverage their payout, as
well as how companies can get the most out of their programs. Starting on the right foot: When scoping a program initially, it's important to underscore just how critical the scope is for success in a program. In its simplest form, the scope tells the researchers what they should and should not test – which is critical to get the results you want from your
crowdsourced program. This extends to target pricing as well. Put yourself in the researchers' shoes. You know how much a particular vulnerabilities is worth to your company – that's how much you should pay for it. Define what a bug is worth: This is one of the most important questions an organization needs to ask when creating a success and it varies
depending on the organization, its target, and in some about the size of its security teams. As more and more companies align their business with security goals and crowd security programs, we will begin to see a general increase in motivation and activity among the crowd. By taking a critical look at and assessing the business's impact of the potential
vulnerabilities as well as looking at the market for bugs, an organization can correctly define what a particular bugs worth at any point in time (it can and make changes). The right price at the right moment: The security maturity of an organization is a critical factor in determining how to reward a vulnerability. An organization with a mature security program
has security processes focused in place, and thus, vulnerabilities require more time and effort to gain. For these programs, we also promote program rewards for quality vulnerabilities based on priorities, but remember that it's important to increase rewards as they make sense in your security organization. Creating a competitive program: the bounty market
will grow to quickly create competition between programs, and without the proper advice, many organizations will fight to make programs stand out and lose the race to get the best researchers. Staying competitive is not all about great cash rewards -- a wide dimension and exciting goal will always attract talents as is the opportunity to disclose results. To
seek, public disclosures can be a form of prestigious, demonstrating skills or knowledge it took to find something remarkable, as well as an educational tool of classmates' teachers and consumers about the vulnerabilities found in the wild. It also provides career opportunities and community cuts for people just getting started. Power of marketing: Don't
dismiss the power of marketing your bountey program. Many organizations use their bug bountiful programs as an opportunity to demonstrate their security posts. Increasing rewards is a good way to demonstrate just how seriously you take your organization and your customers' safety. This story: How much is a bug value? was originally published by CSO.
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